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New Perspectives in Nauruan Phonology
Lisa Johnson
In the corpus of research in Austronesian
linguistics, serious study of the Nauman
language is conspicuously scarce. Though it
is considered Oceanic, the exact genealogy
of the language, spoken only on the Central
Pacific island ofNaum, is still in question.
Some have grouped it in the Micronesian
family (Nathan, 1973), but Nauman data
only rarely appear in the literature on
Micronesian languages (Bender 1973, for
example). (See Figure 1 for the Ethnologue
classification infonnation.) In fact, any data
on the language is difficult to find. The
most comprehensive study of the language
was completed in 1936 by a Catholic
missionary. In fact, all early attempts to
document the language or put it into writing
were perfonned by missionaries from the
Protestant and Catholic missions on the
island. In the 1970' s, researchers at the
University of Hawaii began studies with
Nauman infonnants. The results of their
work include an article about the history of
the language (Nathan, 1973) and an
unpublished, non-circulating Survey of
Nauman Phonology.
The few publications in the Nauman
language give little infonnation about
Nauman phonology. Attempts to
standardize spelling (Kayser, 1936) have not
been completely successful and at the
present date, the Nauman Language Bureau
is still stmggling to produce a NaumanEnglish Dictionary. Even educated Nauman
speakers, with excellent command of both
their native language and English, have
difficulty reading printed Nauman.
The primary purpose of this paper is
to identify the sounds upon which the
Nauman language depends. The research is

based on an analysis of written Nauman
texts, a discussion of previous studies, and
work with native infonnants. After
establishing basic principles underlying
Nauman phonology, I will identify areas
requiring further research.
Method
The comparison of orthographic systems is
based on the analysis of six texts, each
employing a different system. The texts
were compared with respect to number and
type of graphemes, as well as to the
frequency with which the graphemes were
employed. Two texts provided the starting
point for the research into N auruan
phonemics and phonetics: Kayser's
Grammar (1936), and Nathan's "Nauman in
Austronesian Language Family" (1973). My
own research with native infonnants
consisted of interviews with seven adult
speakers: two male and five female. All
seven did not participate in every aspect of
the study; rather, they contributed on a
rotating basis, with two or three present and
participating at any given time. The
interviews were recorded in on-site notes
and on video tape, though no instmmental
analysis was done. The collected data fall
into three categories:

1. In-depth discussion of individual sound
segments and words containing those
segments. The basis for this discussion
was the list of sounds (and words
exemplifying those sounds) included in
Kayser's Grammar. Other important
data came from the infonnants
themselves.
2. .Pronunciation of words in isolation.
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Two speakers at a time (three total) read
the 215 words from the Basic
Vocabulary section of the Swadesh List.
Each speaker read each word
twice.
3. Reading of texts containing full
sentences. The texts included a passage
from the New Testament (Matthew 5:14)
and a story written as a primer for use in
elementary schools.
Notes on Orthography
The earliest written texts in Nauruanincluding hymnals, primers, Bible stories,
and finally, the entire Bible-were produced
by Christian missionaries early in the
twentieth century. One of those
missionaries, Deleporte, also published a
Nauman-German dictionary, which has
since been translated into English (Trussel).
In 1938, the Nauman Language Committee
attempted to standardize N auruan spelling,
but other texts published since that time do
not always conform to the guidelines
established by the committee. The spelling
system in the Bible is still a sentimental
favorite because of the impact of the book
itself.
The six texts compared for this study
are listed below.
1. Deleporte's dictionary (Trussel).

2. Nauman Swadesh list (Trussel).
3. List of words from Solange PetitSkinner's The Nauruans (Trussel).
4. "Imwinen omo bwe dogum," (New
Testament stories) published by the
Bible Society of the South Pacific.
5. Deleporte's translation of the Bible.
6. Report of the Nauman Language
Committee.
Figure 2 shows the graphemes employed by
each system. What I consider "rare"

characters are enclosed in parentheses. A
character is "rare" if it occurs only in loan
words or in very low frequency. The
character inventory and frequency for the
dictionary is based on the distribution chart
provided by Trussel with his English
translation. The characters and frequencies
for the Swadesh list, Petit-Skinner's list, and
the Bible Society stories come from my own
exact counts. Since the length of the Bible
precludes any exact count in a study ofthis
scope, the information for that source is
based on observation. No parentheses are
included in the Language Committee
column, since that source contains only
recommendations on spelling, not actual
text.
The first sixteen lines of the table
illustrate a great deal of agreement in the
representation of consonants. The
consonants in the middle of the tablemostly rare-illustrate an attempt to provide
a phonetic representation of allophonic
variation. The proliferation of vowels in the
table underscores the difficulty in classifying
Nauruan sounds.
Phonemic Inventory
As the comparison of the orthographic
systems demonstrates, the sounds of
Nauman are many and difficult to classify.
In Nathan's words:

From the outset let me state that Nauman
is an extremely difficult language to
work with particularly with regard to the
phonology. Pinning down the phonetics
has been a particularly exasperating
problem, while conditioning allophones
has also proved a troublesome task. ...
Phonetically, Nauruan is one of the most
difficult languages I have ever
encountered. It has a number of phones
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they don't teach one about in phonetics
class, one of which has escaped my
analysis to this day. I think I can place it
phonemically, but I can neither describe
nor produce it to my or my informant's
satisfaction (1973).
I share Nathan's frustration with the sounds
of the Nauruan language. Though I have
composed a list of proposed phonemes, there
are many issues I have left unresolved. I
consider this list a springboard for further
research. Following each phoneme or set in
the list is an analysis of previous research, as
well as my evidence for the phonemes I have
proposed. Minimal pairs and a discussion of
allophones are included where available and
pertinent.
Stops
Nauruan includes labial, dental, velar, and
uvular stops. This section includes a general
description of all stops, as well as special
rules with more limited scope.
Aspiration
No stops are aspirated. Plain stops are found
in all positions
Itttkol to come
Ik::e Wit! to bite

Un release
Final stops tend to be unreleased.
[k::emWit] to bite
[owak] big
Lenition
Kayser describes the stops IkI, Ip/, and It! as
being "slightly softer than in English" (1936,
pg. 1). The exact nature of the "softness"
remains to be determined. According to one
informant, the soft It! in [jetl] is pronounced
with the tongue actually between the teeth,
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and not on the alveolar ridge. Another
example of a soft or light consonant comes
from the word ebe, meaning hand. For some
speakers, this stop is actually realized as a
bilabial fricative: [e~e].
Voicing
The voicing of stops is a controversial issue
in Nauruan. In 1938, the Nauruan Language
Committee wrote, "The slight modem
tendency to change terminal d to t (e.g., et
for ed), is not to be recognized, since it is
not universally used or favoured amongst
Nauruans" (Kayser, 1936). The document
also includes similar notes about final "g"
and "p." The end of the document contains
a list of proper nouns written in the "new,"
recommended orthography. Of the words
with final stops, eleven have a voiced stop,
and only two have a voiceless. Of the two,
one was a borrowed word containing other
spelling anomalies (Ishariot), and the other
was used as an example of a different
change in spelling convention, the deletion
of the w in the word ouak (previously
ouwak). (When speaking the final sound in
this last example, one informant told me that
it sounds "almost like a 'g. ''') Because of
insufficient data, it is unclear if the
committee was trying to preserve a
distinction between voiced and voiceless
stops in word-final position, or if they were
trying to say that all word-final stops should
be considered voiced.
Both Kayser and Nathan include
voiced and voiceless stops in their
inventories. According to Kayser, the
voiceless varieties tend to sound like the
voiced counterparts, "even in words, derived
from the same root" (1936). As evidence,
he sites the following data:

katuk (to tie very fast)
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kadugen (he now ties very fast)
kadugien (he has tied it very fast)

On the subject of voicing, Nathan explains
that his inclusion of both voiced and
voiceless stops was in deference to
traditional Olihography. In his opinion, the
traditional "voiceless" stops are probably
geminates (1973). I have found evidence for
this view in the following minimal pair:
[e:be] (sometimes [e:~e]) ebe
(hand) [e:ppe] (stone)
Following Nathan, I propose one underlying
stop for each point of articulation: Ip/, Itl,
1kI, and Iq/. The voiced altemant (/b/, IdI,
Ig/, but no voiced uvular) may appear
intervocalically.
[iblgrblgi] grass
[cbade:jI] smoke
The "voiceless" stop is actually a geminate
stop:
[bitti:ne] this
[bitta] that
Although voiceless stops do appear word
initially in the orthography, their presence
could be explained by a misperception by
foreign speakers. Not hearing the aspiration,
these foreigners may have assumed the stop
was voiceless. Examination of the loan word
for butter provides a good example.
Although it is traditionally spelled "bata,"
reflecting the voiced fbi and voiceless It! of
English, the Nauman pronunciation, [pudu],
reflects the opposite voicing distinctions.
According to one informant, the initial
sound is "almost like p."

In response to the Language
Committee's assertion that final stops
should be spelled with a voiced consonant,
we are left to wonder about their objection
to the letters p, t, and k. Perhaps this latter
set was undesirable because it did not
accurately reflect the unreleased nature of
word-final stops.

Secondary Features: Labialization and
Palatalization
An important secondary feature of several
Nauman sounds is labialization. This
rounding of the lips added to the labial stop
produces the contrasting phoneme Ipw/.I The
following minimal pair illustrates the
distinction between the plain and labialized
labials:
laepaep I to kill
laepwaepw I to wave or beckon
Although Nauman words also have a
palatalized labial stop, this sound does not
appear to be contrasting.
[i:lJil] ashore
[elJi Ak ]water
Nasals
Nauman has three nasal consonants: 1m!, In/,
and Irj/. Like stops, word-final nasals are
unreleased. The IIJ/, like the In!, can appear
in syllable onsets as well as codas. This is an
important difference between the Nauman
sound and its English equivalent.
IIJabEn Ihis boss
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Labialization and Palatalization of Iml
Like the labial stop, the labial nasal shows a
contrasting, rounding feature. The following
data, though not quite a minimal pair,
illustrate the difference between the plain
Iml and the labialized 1mWI:

I A m wren! he is clever

Ie mren! or II mren! he is dead
The palatalized labial nasal is noncontrasting.
Liquids
Kayser and Nathan offer very different
descriptions of Nauman rhotics. Kayser
describes the Nauman r as having, "besides
its ordinary pronunciation," which we are
left to interpret for ourselves, "a second one
peculiar to the Nauman language. To
produce this sound, which seems to belong
to the cerebral-dental class, the tip of the
tongue is raised towards the fore-part of the
palate" (1936, pg. 2). These two sounds (the
normal one and the peculiar one)may
correspond to the Irl phoneme described by
Nathan as having two allophones, Irl and a
flap (1973, pg. 482). Nathan's other
phoneme, called "barred r," is even more
difficult to classify. According to him, its
"exact nature is unknown. It may be
palatalized-or at least it may pattern like
the palatalized stops. It sounds partially
devoiced and appears to be quite fortis."
This may correspond to the trilled Irl both
Kayser and native informants describe. The
trilled Irl can be either short or long. For
now, the long variety will be represented by
a geminate ([rr]). The following words
illustrate the long and short-trilled Irl.

[arr A rr A] shore, beach
[i:burbur] white, or white person

The nuances in rhotics are very difficult for
foreigners to acquire. One informant
explains that Nauman r's differ in length,
strength, and place of articulation. He
describes one allophone as being in the front
of the mouth with the tongue spread out and
the air passing by the sides of the tongue.
The lateral allophone he describes accounts
for the rare presence of the letter "1" in four
of the orthographic systems examined (see
Figure 2).
[dilko] (meaning unknown)
Since it is still unclear which liquid sounds
are contrasting, all liquid phonemes are
currently represented by either Irl or Irr/.
Glides
Nauman has two glides, Ij/ and Iwl. In
onsets, these glides are usually pronounced
as expected:

wanga [w~nga]
yan
[j ren] in
In the coda, however, these segments are
subject to certain changes. The finalljl
becomes a soft, palatal fricative.
mey

[meij] or [mei<;]

thick

In the speech of some people, this change
has become more generalized, occurring in
both the initial and medial positions.
Ij£:tl becomes [i£:t]

The letter w at the end of a word is realized
in a completely unexpected sound. Instead
of a back, rounded off-glide, the letter w at
the end of a word represents a rounding,
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then closing, of the mouth with air building
up behind the lips. Phonetically, I've chosen
to represent this sound as a voiceless m
([m]), since it seems to approximate the
sound best. In the phonemic transcription,
I'm leaving the letter w until I can determine
exactly what sound underlies it.
[totom] to give
[mi: Am] to fear
Vowels
Nauruan vowel sounds pose a particular
problem. The sheer number of vowels in the
Nauruan orthographic systems (Figure 2)
demonstrates the difficulty others have had
in identifying and classifying these sounds.
Though the phonetic realizations of these
sounds are numerous, I believe I can
represent the phonemic inventory with the
vowel chart in Figure 3.
Vowel Length
As illustrated in Figure 3, Nauruan vowels
can be either long or short. The short
vowels are produced very fast and have a
tendency to reduce more than long vowels.
examples with long vowels:
[be:be:] light (not heavy)
[etE:mHJ] ear
[mi:mi:9] to sleep
Here, long and short vowels are represented
as phonemically contrasting, explaining the
difference in the following pair ofwords 2 :

le:bel hand
lebe:1 slow

Vowel Reduction and Syncope
Vowels are clearly reduced under certain
circumstances. Some vowels reduce to
schwa, and the IV may reduce to an [i].
IwaI]a:/ [w;;)I]a:]
goruru/gonrAI [g;;)nrA] to float
In some words, syncope leads to consonant
clusters:

lawaranl root
IEparajitetl salt

[awam]
[Ebarjit;;)t ]

Vowel length and stress undoubtedly playa
role in lenition and syncope, but the exact
rules are yet to be derived.
Assimilation
Assimilation is a widespread phenomenon,
affecting both consonants and vowels.
Though some issues have been discussed in
the sections on individual phonemes, other
important assimilatory phenomena are
discussed below.
Assimilation of Place
Though assimilation of point of articulation
may explain allophonic variation in
consonants (e.g., explain some of the
variation in pronunciation of Irl and InI), our
primary concern here is the vowels. Two
important rules apply:
(a) [+back] ® [-back]
[+coronal]
(b) III ® [-front] I C
[+round]

Ie
3

According to rule (a), the back vowels lui
and 101 become central vowel [t] and the
front vowel [t], respectively, when preceded

I
I

I
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by It!. According to rule (b), IV becomes the
central vowel [H] when preceded by a
labialized (sometimes called velarized)
consonant, such as Ipwl or Imw/. Thus ...
[kum8d8d8] IpapWijil
become
[ dHdH ]to water Ikumedodol rat

IduduJ

[pab Wiji]

Nasalization
Although Nauruan does have nasalized
vowel segments, they don't appear to be
contrasting. At least some can be explained
by a process of assimilation. Preliminary
research suggests that nasal assimilation can
be both regressive and progressive, as
illustrated by the examples below:
[j<en] in
[En<e:n<e:] foot or leg
Since nasal vowels sometimes do appear
without nasal consonants-such as in the
word [e ], meaning yes,-it remains to be
determined whether nasalization represents
an underlying distinction, a process of
assimilation (perhaps accompanied by
subsequent nasal consonant deletion), or an
idiosyncratic pronunciation.

Assibilation
The phoneme ItI undergoes a regular,
predictable change. This phenomenon is
expressed in the following rule.
t

~

[+ continuant] I __ I

The [+continuant] feature is manifested in
several ways. The most basic allophone
produced by this rule is the affricate [ts]. In
fact, most spelling systems spell such words
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with a ts. In another variant, the [t] is lost
altogether, leaving only the [s]. One final
variant of the assibilated It I is the palatalized
(non-strident) affricate [9]. While a certain
speaker may prefer anyone of these variants,
it should be noted that one of the three
options always appears. Thus, ItimJ may be
pronounced as ...
[tsim]
[sim]4
[vim]
... but never as *[tim].

Other Phonological Issues
Defining the phonemic inventory, as in this
paper, may lead to a better understanding of
other phonological processes in Nauruan.
Though these issues cannot be discussed
completely in a paper of this scope, I will
point out some observations and some areas
requiring future research.

Stress
Although Nauman stress has been described
in fairly simple terms (Nathan, 1973), there
is no general agreement about stress pattems
in the literature. The mles presented by both
Nathan and Kayser are summarized below.
Nathan's rules:
1. Stress penultimate with final open
syllables.
2. Stress final with most (but not all) final
closed syllables.
3. Stress initial with reduplications (most
of which are frozen).
Kayser's rules:
1. Stress first syllable of dissyllabic words.
2. For words with more than two syllables,
stress the penult if it is long, or the
antepenult if the penult is short.
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3. For derived words, always stress the
suffix.
4. Stress the prefixes 0- and ka- in
causative verbs.
5. Stress the "initial sound which
constitutes the absolute fonn of
substantive. "
6. Certain vowels have priority when stress
is assigned to one of two adjacent
vowels.
Except for a preference for stressing the
penult, these sets of rules have very little in
common.
The main problem in describing
stress assignment arises from the problem of
defining stress. Though it relates to some
degree of prominence assigned to a
particular segment, the exact nature of that
"prominence" is elusive. According to
Kenstowicz, typical phonetic features that
indicate stress are the pitch contour and
vowel or consonant length (1994). But
when change in pitch contour and vowel
length don't coincide, which detennines the
stress?
Wolff claims that vowel length was
probably the greatest correlate to stress in
Proto-Austronesian (1993). He asserts that
some roots were marked for a stressed
penult, and some for a stressed final syllable.
"Alternatively, we could analyze these as
roots with a long-vowel penult or roots with
a short penult. Which of the two analyses is
correct is impossible to detennine at this
time" (Wolff, 1993, pg. 1). In a related
article, Rehg asserts that stress and pitch are
assigned independently of each other. He
presents rules assigning stress and pitch
contour for several Micronesian languages
(Rehg, 1993). The problem of stress
assignment will probably not be solved

without further research into the issues of
vowel length and pitch contour.
Structure
According to Rehg (1993), a more complex
syllable structure is one thing that
distinguishes Micronesian languages from
Polynesian languages. In this respect,
Nauruan appears to resemble languages in
the Micronesian family. While the open
syllables V and VC are the most common,
the language does tolerate closed syllables
under certain conditions.

1. monosyllabic words
2. word-final syllables
3. word-internal syllables that are products
of reduplication or compounding.
4. words with geminate consonants, if the
first of the geminate consonants is
considered the coda of the preceding
syllable, as in lin.nEn!, his mother
Summary
This paper only scratches the surface of
Nauruan phonology. But by describing the
phonemic inventory of the language and
explaining certain conditioned changes, I
hope to lay the groundwork for future
research projects. Areas of further study
include vowel lenition, syllable structure,
stress patterns and metrical theory, and
reduplication.
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End Notes

lBecause lip rounding is accompanied by a
simultaneous raising of the tongue toward
the velum, labialization is also known as
"velarization. "
2Although vowel length offers a convenient
explanation for the difference, another
possible explanation, that of a stress
contrast, cannot be ignored. Nathan, who
also proposes an underlying contrast in
vowel length, admits that "length mayor
may not be predictable but appears to be
connected with stress" (1973). The
connection between vowel length and stress
will be addressed in greater detail below.
3With further research, I may be able to
generalize this mle to include other front
vowels, as well.
41 haven't heard this, though it certainly is
possible. Another example, ItiraI]el (snake),
pronounced sometimes as [siraI]e],
illustrates the point.
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Figure 1
Nauruan in the Austronesian Language Family

Austronesian, Malayo-Polynesian, Central-Eastern, Eastern Malayo Polynesian, Oceanic, Centml-Eastern Oceanic, Remote
Oceanic

Nauruan
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Paafang
Puluwatese
Satawalese
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Tanapag
Tobian
Ulithian
Woleaian
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Figure 2
Comparison of Naurllan Orthographic s.vstems
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letter was omitted from list, but included in notes,
symbol is actually a letter 0 with an overwritten apostrophe, (This symbol was probably selected because it
was easy to type on a typewriter. On a computer, however, it is difficult to reproduce.)
3 Letter u with overwritten apostrophe. (See note 2 above.)
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